
 
 

 

 

 

 I can clearly identify and retrieve relevant points and ideas from different points in a text and across a 

range of texts.  

 I can use quotations and text references to support ideas and arguments.  

 I can summarise information from different points in the same text or across a range of texts.  

 I can combine information from different reading sources to produce meaningful information.  

 I can infer and deduce messages, moods, feelings and attitudes and reference ideas in a text.  

 I can make deductions using evidence from the text.  

 I can identify the different layers of meaning in a text.  

 I can evaluate relationships between characters.  

 I am beginning to unpick and evaluate the details of the different layers of meaning in texts. (E.g. “This could 

interpreted as…”, “On the other hand…”, “Perhaps the writer is suggesting…”)  

 I can discuss the consequences an event might have on the whole story.  

 I can discuss how inferences may change depending upon the experience of the reader.  

 I can discuss how the structural choices support the writer’s theme or purpose.  

 I can discuss the different organisational features and how they contribute to the whole text.  

 I can discuss in detail how the author has used different language features.  

 I can spot irony and talk about how the author has used it.  

 I can explain the writer’s viewpoint, making reference to the text.  

 I can identify the effect the writing has on the reader and begin to explain how this has been created.  

 I can think about and discuss how messages, moods, feelings and attitudes are put across in poetry.  

 I can think about and discuss how messages, moods, feelings and attitudes are put across in stories.  

 I can think about and discuss how messages, moods, feelings and attitudes are put across in non-fiction.  

 I can discuss the purpose, audience and organisation of different fiction and non-fiction texts.  

 I can read, enjoy and understand a wide range of books including from our literary heritage and past and 

books from other cultures and traditions. 

 I can fully explain my views, using P.E.E, with reasons and evidence from the text. 
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